The most widely employed method for a numerical solution of a symmetric integral equation with kernel K(x, t) in interval I = [a, b] is the replacement of the original problem by the sequence of eigenproblems
with Wjn > 0 and x-n S /, / = 1, ... , n. The eigenvectors y¡ are further used to obtain an approximation, with improved error estimates, of the numerical eigensolution for some N > n, with no necessity of computing u^ and y\ . • = 1, .
• ■ , N and of constructing another matrix.
1. Introduction. Let K(x, t) be a Hermitian kernel defined in / x /, where / =
[a, b], i.e. K(t, x) = K(x, t), such that
It is known that all the characteristic values p¡ of K(x, t) axe real and there exists an orthonormal set {y,-(x)} of characteristic functions [2] , i.e.
(i ) J* K(x, t)yfi) dt = /i,y<(*)> fba yfc)yfiödx = 6D■
The first attempt to obtain a numerical solution for (1) with an error estimate for the characteristic values was made by Wielandt [4] , which replaced the original problem by the sequence of eigenproblems (2) K(n)y\n) = ^C«), K(n) = {W/"/C(xf", x/n)}, i = I, ... , n; wjn > 0 and x" E I, j = I, ... ,n, are, respectively, the weights and the nodes of an integration rule S by which the approximation fbafix)dx~±W¡nfixin) converges to 0, as n -► °°, uniformly in / x /, and they were further improved and extended to every integration rule satisfying (3) [3] , together with an error estimate for the numerical solutions generated by the eigenvectors of (2), as defined in [3, Section 3] . The purpose of this paper is to obtain new numerical solutions for (1) with improved error estimates for those ones corresponding to simple characteristic values in terms of the error estimates, obtainable either by [4] or [3] , for the eigensolution of (2) with n replaced by some TV > n. This approach is due originally to Linz [1] . To bound (pkN~ Hkn¡\, observe that for sufficiently large n and TV it follows by (6) and [ and by a procedure similar to that applied in [6, pp. 172-173] ft"} -yiNX < 4^(1 + 6D. ^ -/W < «W^o -okNYl,
where dkN = min |jufeJV -PjN\ and ô[iv) = ek2Ndk^ with efciV defined in (9), provided that 5jj^ < 1. To establish (7), observe that ykV-yW = ^+dV+d?\ where ¿(i) = y(N) -ykn(xiN), dp> =ykn(xw)-yk(xm), dp) = yk(xiN) -ykN(xiN). The numerical solution for ykN(x) is the function defined by (8) generated by the approximate eigenvector y"k") corresponding to the kth negative eigenvalue pkn. 
